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To: CSAC, Dallas, (89-43) 209% | 

om: - Director, FBI (62~109060) | 

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT - 
._ SORN FITZGERALD KENNEDY 
~. 11/22/63_.. en 
’. DALLAS, -TEXAS —_. . 

MISCELLANEOUS = INFORMATION CONCERNING . 

  

Enclosed are two coples of a letter received } the 
Bureau allegedly written by "Attorney at Law. George B.Woods." >, This communication was dated 5/9/64, Fort Worth, Texas, |. i 
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Bureau indices are negative concerning this-individual - 
and a search of the 1964 Martindale Hubbell Law Directory does 
not list George B, Woods as an attorney in the Fort: Worth, Texas 
area. . eo : ‘Ste 

° ~ 

Dallas is instructed to endeavor to identity and 
.interview George B. Woods and prepare the results of this 
investigation in an eppropriate insert for inclusion in a‘ 4 subsequent report. Determine from Woods his reason’ for writing oo this ‘communication and also include any information available 
which would reflect upon his credibility, noting that the . . 
communication is incongruous, Furnish the Bureau appropriate. 
copigs revealing results of your inquiry... 
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NOTE: =. Letter dated 5/9/64, Fort Worth, Texas, addressed to 

@c the Director, was reccived at the Bureau. ne writer 
claims to be an attorney, however, the communication is conpletely 
nonsensical, The writer alleges {f is widely known in Dallas T4447" 

Yelson —____. President Kennedy was killed by the FBI in Dallas. It is certainly 
ieee questionable whether this communication was written by an attorney; 

        

  

      

  

weet however, Dallas has been instructed to locate and interview Woods 
cewed —- and.inelude results in a subsequent report..yu,-. So 
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